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ABSTRACT
This study retrieves icon-centered activities in Pingxi and Jingtong, Taiwan, and re-interprets them through a railroad peripheral of the old streets in a digital form. The method to retrieve urban images comes from the modeling of multiple sources as in 3D ground scans and photogrammetry. The latter was conducted on ground level and in the air using UAV. After clarifying the interrelationship between the old streets and this railroad by sections, the railroad is represented as an elevated axis from ground level, from a bridge in the air, to a hillside, which can be seen in VR or AR mode. The scan data have been very useful to interconnect the relationships among old streets, residences, rivers, and the railroad in 3D. The railroad, a cultural icon, is now part of a geo-information system with great detail and will also serve as a cultural reference for the interaction between tourism and heritage.
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1. Introduction: The image of a railroad

Traditional 3D scans have a greater emphasis on technology. In contrast, this study would like to emphasize preserved cultural subjects and their relationship to different 3D data retrieval approaches. The purpose of this study is to interpret local culture in terms of the digital icon of railroads in Pingxi and Jingtong, New Taipei City. Railroads often were recognized as an icon of industry in the past (Fig. 1. top). An iconic image and train station are usually located at the center of a city. In both of these towns, the icon has a new cultural meaning and has been transferred into a new illustration arena of cultural activities: flying lanterns and hanging bamboo tubes. The activities also give new meaning to the urban fabric with casual additions by local shops, residences, and tourists, especially around New Year’s Day and the Lantern Festival.

Pingxi is also one of the four Slow Cities which are famous for cultural sight-seeing activities (Fig. 1. bottom). It tops the priority for development. Proper sight-seeing-oriented environment management has been applied to issues related to cultural fairs, traffic, tourists, and neighborhood cities. Pingxi’s old streets are under the jurisdiction of the Urban Plan issued by New Taipei City, based on the National Regional Planning Guideline issued by the Construction and Planning Agency, Ministry of the Interior. The evolution of a city space is often influenced by government policy. In a small town like Pingxi, the effect is subtle but important. In order to control the traffic flow, signs are installed at several gateways to the city. The control is strictly executed on New Year’s day, when the number of cars that flood into the old streets used to stop traffic for hours.

2. Modeling plans: The method used to retrieve an urban image

Urban fabrics usually feature a consistent appearance and structure for years under a space framework that can achieve and interpret the cross-relationship and identity between buildings and streets [5, 7, 11]. The representation of urban fabrics requires as-built data to verify the relationship between space and tourists’ behavior.
Virtual 3D city models are becoming more widely implemented by governments and city planning services [2, 10, 14]. The detailed 3D models reflect the complexity of city objects and their interrelationships. In order to capture realistic data from streets, city modeling has reached a new standard in which 3D point cloud models have been treated with rich geometric properties and rich details, which enable the point cloud models to be integrated with other city model types [13, 16]. Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) or aerial LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) methods add a more detailed description of as-built geometric information [3] with different levels of accuracy. The vast amount of data opens up opportunities in various fields of study [12], especially when showing the complexity of city objects and their interrelationships.

The 3D models created in this study come from a combination of approaches called multiple sources modeling, in which a 3D ground scan and 3D photogrammetry are applied.

- 3D scans (Fig. 2. top): This process was conducted by on-site observation, scan planning, scan location selection, scan registration, and as-built cultural feature abstraction. The scans were made on ground level as the main subjects scanned were street scenes and the environment around the railroad.
- Photogrammetry: This approach was conducted from two different altitudes.

In the air (Fig. 2. bottom): A UAV system was applied by airborne path planning, cloud-computing, 3D model editing, and 3D publishing in VR and AR. A Dji Phantom 4 Pro® and
Autodesk Remake® were used, especially for the entire site with an elevated mountain scene. The north side of the model has better details by flying at a 9 m altitude than that of the south part at a 40 m altitude in a more elevated mountain area.

On the ground: The process included multiple photo-taking, cloud-computing, 3D model editing, publishing in VR and AR. Both Autodesk 123Dcatch® and Remake® were used especially for individual scenes and subjects.

A Faro Focus 3D® laser scanner was applied to retrieve as-built urban data. The basic information is made up of a point cloud with details to a level capable of showing electrical wires. In total, 14 locations were selected for scanning, based on the availability of cultural subjects, clear views, and the importance of urban fabrics. The final regions of the scans were overlapped with a map as a way to confirm accuracy and to give an indication of the additional details that a map usually cannot show. The final information reached about 4.5 billion points. Files were about 26.9 GB. They were still 20.4 GB after scan noises were removed. Due to the size of data, the scans were divided into 8 segments for the ease of file handling and a clear illustration without mutual interference.

The result is an as-built scan of the railroad and surrounding environment. The different sections of point cloud and the interrelationship between the infrastructure and residence are well-defined.

3. Railroad: An elevated axis in the air

A railroad, which is considered one of the local icons, goes through the entire downtown area of Pingxi. This mountain city and residences divides this railroad into three segments (Fig. 3). The sections of each segment can clarify the interrelationships between the old streets and this railroad. The segments from east to west are:

- Railroad on ground level: The railroad is located at the ground level between the hill (north) and the residences (to the south). This is also where the railroad station, which is one of the major doorways into this town, is located. Shops and cultural activities, like flying lanterns, are gathered together in the periphery. Passengers would have a higher vantage point than pedestrians.
- Railroad on the bridge: This part of the railroad, located on a bridge at a height of about residential roof level, is separated from residences and shops by an isolated bridge above the river and another elevated bridge above the old streets. Passengers would have a view of the backstreet.
- Railroad on the hillside: This part of the railroad features a high elevation next to a religious conservatory and lower elevation next to a street and shops. Passengers would have a view overlooking the streets.

The railroad not only crosses the streets overhead, but also presents the images accessed from a distance, like

![Figure 3](image-url). The railroad over the bridge and street in Pingxi with part of the train captured visually.
over a river. To mimic a visual experience similar to normal perception, photogrammetry was applied to allow a view that follows the river from one end toward the center of the point of interest (Fig. 4). Although modeling by UAV had better geometric definition of the roofs, the view accessed on ground level still required photos taken from a lower viewpoint to create a much better description.

4. Skylines
The interrelationships among railroads, residences, and landscape are represented in the skylines. In contrast to a photo-based profile, the skyline is created based on as-built scans which have retrieved many real 3D subjects that are also of interest. As the original scans show, the city’s elevation has been divided into the levels of river, street, residence roof, and railroad. A closer look into the data in the vertical orientation would add complexity to it, such as infrastructure, illegal construction, and landscape (Fig. 5, left). Infrastructures, like lamp poles and electrical wires, have reached a certain width that can hardly be ignored. As a result, the real skyline has become more diversified as various subjects are included. For the first time, town-wide sections (Fig. 5, right) have been created based on real objects from a main point cloud database.

5. Railroad as an icon
This iconic railroad features distinctive characteristics by segments, in terms of layers of objects, viewpoints, and cultural intensities.

Figure 4. Visual access of the residences, the bridge, and the railroad along the river by photogrammetric modeling on ground level (left) and using UAV (right).

Figure 5. The relationship among railroads, residences, and landscape in terms of skyline (left) and overlapped point sections along the railroad’s centerline (right).
• Landmarks: The most dominating landmarks are the old streets, the railroad, the river, and the lantern path. The landmarks have been integrated into a winding axis of traversal experience for pedestrians, train passengers, or even people exploring river banks under the bridge. The only virtual type of axis is the ascending route of lanterns which is perpendicular to all the axes, in front of temples, in the sites around the shops next to the train station, and around the booths scattered in open spaces.

• Viewpoints: Pedestrians move in an angle parallel to, departing from, approaching, or intersecting the railroad from below. Pedestrians’ viewpoints surround this railroad in a 3D manner from about the same eye level, lower than eye level, directly underneath, or above. Train passengers’ viewpoints vary from shop or ground level, to roof level or hillside level.

• Cultural intensities: The dominant cultural activity, flying lanterns, is held wherever there is an open area. These events basically occur right where the railroad is located. Although the density varies from segment to segment, the elevated axis has chained the cultural image across the town, from the railroad station to the hillside at the other end. In between, winding streets are full of shops of creative cultural designs and local specific snacks.

6. Railroad-centered culture activities

In order to present cultural activities, this study tried to include the presence of events as part of the scenes. Although moving objects are difficult to capture in time by a 3D scanner, the scans in this study have caught trains and flying lanterns (Fig. 6). The data have a close connection to the environment. The result is a realistic scene showing cultural activities, in terms of the dynamic interaction between tourists and residents in open spaces.

6.1. Flying lanterns

Lantern shops sell different types of merchandise and use various space management methods (Fig. 7). The sites for flying lanterns are allocated at the peripheral open spaces around the railroad. The green zone shows an elementary school with a larger area for preparing the Lantern Festival during the Lunar New Year. Many temporary lantern booths appear during this period of time. The red zones designate shops and temporary booths during weekends and holidays. After greetings are written on the lanterns, customers are led to blue zones to release the lanterns after taking photos. The blue zones show where the railroad is located.

6.2. Hanging bamboo tubes

The sites for hanging bamboo tubes are allocated at the peripheral open space around the railroad and old streets (Fig. 8). Individual shed frames or fences next to the railroad are filled with the tubes, even on the ceilings, beams, or columns of the abandoned living quarters used by miners in the past. Tubes also appear on the trees on the hillside next to the railroad in Jingtong and on the art sculptures next to a coffee shop. Lines for hanging tubes swing in the air. Now the icon of tubes and legend-pursuing behaviors has raised a concern for environmental protection and a question regarding the commercialized cultural activity.

A set of point clouds can fulfill the inspection needed at different hierarchical levels. The entire cloud model is sectioned to illustrate the current vertical or horizontal relationship between different parts of the urban fabric. By zooming in on an object level, subjects the size of a bamboo tube can also be identified and be related to the environment at a much larger scale (Fig. 8).

7. Local cultural identities and corresponding 3D models

The complex relationship between tourism and heritage is revealed in the tensions between tradition and modernity [8]. A holistic view, which combines a distinctive environment with many different interrelated elements of a community [9], is a promising approach. In order to
prevent the reduction of vitality, personality, and humane aspects in city renewal [6], Pingxi is going through a slow evolving process which incorporates tourists and local people. In addition to the flying lanterns, shopping and associated booths or carts also contribute a great deal to the tourist experience, as an intimate shopping experience can enhance a place’s friendliness and character [9].

Street art has become a global phenomenon that incorporates physical and visual forms of expression [1]. In contrast to graffiti, street installations are also part of the art. In Pingxi or Jingtong, the entire mountain towns are made up of a collection of street art. This is “co-authored” by local people and the government. The streets feature a pedestrian-oriented environment [4] which becomes a perfect illustration of local cultural characters. In addition, the integration of users and roadway treatments creates an image of a slow town [15].

The symbol of local cultural identity is the result of a series of resource management. The resources can be sponsored by the government from their annual budget or come from the efforts of local residents. A chronological accumulation of the investments, which involves different people and activities could demonstrate customs or constructions that symbolize local characteristics to help people remember. Eventually, the culture is recognized.

A show of culture is created in an active or passive manner. The former is usually recognized through expressive artifacts, and the latter is a fuzzy perception hidden behind or beyond the artifacts. In addition to gradually changing the urbanscape, the active part of the lantern culture and the passive expectations interact with each other and dominate the planning, promotions, and government policies at different levels. Taking Pingxi for example, flying lanterns, which used to be a safety signal released by family members, have evolved into an activity used to pray for blessings. The individual and annual large-scale activities have created a lantern-centered environment. Over the years, the behaviors and settings have been widely recognized and considered as a major icon of local culture. Not only is the railroad used as a major site to fly lanterns, but the image upon arrival to this mountain town is enhanced by the lantern shops gathered around the station and the paintings on sidewalk walls.
In order to support the large demand of tourists, flying lanterns has been developed by local shops as an efficient wish-noting process, starting with selecting lanterns from piles of inventory, framing lanterns for notes on both sides, approaching open spaces like railroads, posing for photos, and culminating with the release of wishes. Shop owners usually lead the customers to their domains with a picture-taking service. Since this small town does not provide sufficient open space for this during the lantern festival, the railroad and streets are used temporarily.

The two orthogonal planes, horizontal railroad and the multiple vertical rising lantern paths above it, have become typical images of local identity. For the active part of culture creation, the lantern business has effectively integrated the shop, the open space, and a tourist need. The integration surely designates open space with significant meaning and creates a significant urbanscape which no other place can match. For the passive part of the culture, the scenes have been promoted overseas as a “must-do” for tourists.

The identities, no matter whether iconic or casual, were captured by photogrammetry application (Fig. 9.), as a reference for local culture in VR (in Sketchfab®) or AR mode (Fig. 10.). In AR, the system allows a variety of media or texts to meet different presentation needs. For example, a paragraph of text description is used to introduce the history of that railroad.

Figure 8. The allocation of bamboo tube hanging sites around the railroad in Jingtong (top) and the scenes (bottom).
Figure 9. 3D models of bamboo tubes, urban furniture, different interpretations of icons, and related photos.

Figure 10. AR-media® icon arrangements and AR interaction.

8. Conclusion

The Pingxi and Jingtong railroads have become local icons of industrialization in coal mining days and a symbol of culture in the 21st century. The achievement was made by a long term development effort by the government and local cultural industries. The railroad has created a distinctive axis on ground level, on the bridge, and on the hillside.

The scan data have been very useful to interconnect the relationships among old streets, residences, rivers, and the railroad in 3D. The integrated environmental data also connects the two parts of the railroad separated by a bridge in Pingxi. As a result, the entire tourist experience can be well-presented from the pedestrian bridge as an entrance to the old street, from the railroad on the bridge, and from the railroad station. The railroad, a cultural icon, is now part of a geo-information system with great detail and will also serve as a cultural reference for the interaction between tourism and heritage.
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